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No. 16 Wellness Tools 

Within our weekly team huddles throughout COVID-19 we have talked not 

just about our work life, our roles and our service, but also our own well-

being, and what we have been doing to take care of ourselves throughout 

‘lockdown’. 

This week marked 100 days of lockdown and to mark it we wanted to share 

some of the things that we have been doing to look after our well-being and 

to help us stay well throughout lockdown.   

At the start of lockdown, I struggled to find structure in 

my day and to adapt to working from home, until I got 

my little companion, Kena (short for Makena, which 

means ‘happy one’ in Kikuyu, an African language). 

Yes, at first, she woke me up 3 times during the night 

and her teething was tiring. However, she has given me 

purpose and structure back in my life. I get up early 

every morning to take her out on a walk before work, I 

have to feed her at regular times in the day, let her out 

frequently, make sure she’s hydrated, warm or cool 

enough… She has learnt that, when I work, this is time 

for her naps and it motivates me to power through my 

work before she wakes up. 

 

Kena has also brought me and my family together 

more, too. We were so excited when we could finally 

walk her together, and have been doing lots of lovely 

beach and wood walks. Now that we are allowed in my 

parents’ house thanks to us being in a ‘bubble’, she 

loves to roll around on their carpet as it’s much softer 

than mine. She is the best wellbeing tool I have ever had! 

Ashton - Involvement Coordinator 



My son and I have been watching the Lord of the Rings extended edition may I add,  again!! 

Enjoying every minute of it.  I love the lengthy version,  it adds even more depth to the films. I 

became very emotional when Samwise Gamgee gave his speech in the two towers:  

It’s like the great stories.  The ones that really mattered. 

Full of darkness and danger they were. 

And sometimes you didn’t want to know the end,  

Because how could the end be happy.  

How could the world go back to the way it was when so much 

bad had happened? 

But in the end, it’s only a passing thing this shadow. 

Even darkness must pass. 

A new day will come.  

And when the sun shines it will shine out the clearer.  

Those were the stories that stayed with you, 

That meant something. 

Even if you were too small to understand why.  

But I think I do understand. 

I know now.   

Folk in those stories had lots of chances of turning 

back only they didn’t. 

Because they were holding onto something; 

That there is some good in this world. 

Well to say the past few months have been strange is a strange 
thing to say! 

I have enjoyed the social distance carry on as I do like my own 
space and not having to feel guilty about being a home bird. I was 
talked into starting a jigsaw, which I rolled my eyes at, but by lord 
once I started I was hooked, my first ever jigsaw completed in 1 
day! Considering starting another. 

We celebrated my Daughter’s birthday and it was lovely.  Some 
friends of hers celebrated in the garden with some strange music, pizzas, a guitar and oh not for-
getting her buying her first alcoholic drink from a pub on wheels disguised as an ice cream van! 

Dawn - Involvement Facilitator 

Carol - Involvement Facilitator 
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I’d like to be able to claim that I’ve used the time in lockdown to learn a new language, train for a 

marathon or finally got round to learning to play the guitar that has been sat gathering dust for a 

number of years now.  But I haven’t.  And, that’s ok.  At about month two of lockdown I was 

starting to feel guilty that I wasn’t somehow making ‘better’ use of the time or learning any new 

hobbies, but looking back now,  I might not have learnt a new hobby, but I have learnt to just slow 

things down a bit and appreciate the significance and importance of the ’smaller’ things I’ve done. 

Outside of work, my time during lockdown / COVID-19 has been spent with my dog, Molly, as 

well as growing vegetables and herbs in my garden.   

I’ve baked some nightmarish creations, I’ve played with Lego, I’ve 

connected with family through phone and video calls, and I’ve connected 

with friends through video games where we’ve sailed the seas as pirates 

(albeit bad ones) and explored distant worlds as astronauts.   

 

So no, I’ve not done any of the things that I guess many of us, right at 

the start of lockdown thought we might do.  But I’ve still managed to 

connect with people, and I’ve still been able to have fun and I’ve 

managed to find time to look after myself and do the things I enjoy.   

Chris - Involvement Coordinator 

Nicola - Involvement Facilitator 



I’m relieved to say that my plans for keeping well took a very different 

turn and I took a much more ‘accepting’ and relaxed approach and 

yes I still have nearly all those bottles sitting in my cupboard 13 

weeks on!! Instead I have used the restrictions as the perfect excuse 

to kick back and relax,  catch up on boxsets and make the most of our 

garden in the sunshine – this year was the first year ever we as a 

family have spent some full days in the garden doing nothing and just 

chilling – it was lovely.  The feeling of not having to do anything or be 

anywhere for a while has been refreshingly uplifting and has taken the 

pressure off, but this has meant I have slipped into some bad habit's 

and now can’t go a day without eating a dime bar!! They are sooo 

good though!!!  

For anyone that follow’s Mrs Hinch they will understand the term 

‘Hinch yourself Happy’, this is where I wanted to start my lockdown – I 

had the most amazing plans to utterly focus on sorting my home out 

and feel at peace once again in clean and tidy house – I even went all 

out there and bought every scent possible of my new obsession with 

the cleaning product ‘fabulosa’.  

For me a big part of my wellbeing throughout all of this was being able to keep in touch with 

friends and family and seeing people in general. I have been one of the lucky ones to have been 

able to go out to work throughout all of this – this has helped no end in enabling to me to retain 

my sense of normality and seeing people in person– it’s really made me realise how important 

seeing people in person is!!  

To look at my wellbeing tools, I drafted something up, read back and thought….. ‘wow, I’m a 

lucky man’ however the wellness tools only paint a part of the picture and I’d be doing myself, 

fellow peers and my own support network personal and professional, an injustice if I didn’t say 

that my emotions have still been very apparent and have spilled over many times. Sitting alone, 

with my thoughts, my fears, my anxieties and my dreads.  So, I’d like to start with a thank you, to 

my supporters and the growing trust and faith I have in the people around me, as without that two 

way understanding, appreciating and acceptance of differences, supporters and I are developing, 

the wellbeing tools will have surely had less of a positive impact. 

My children and I started playing football together, as our daily exercise. None of us are football-

ers however enjoying something with my children, which I’d dreamt of before even being a dad 

was one gift Covid 19 brought. Indoors, Top Trumps and Frustration became our games of 

choice, before introducing the card game Scabby Queen. These games have generated lots of 

laughter for the three of us and watching the kids both develop strategies was fun at first, until 

they started to win! We’ve watched a few movies, with the Night at the Museum series, Zoo and 

the Invention of Lying all standing out and when time has been too tight to watch a movie, the 

Simpsons were always there and continue to be referenced in the banter and provide lots of 

laughter. 

Faye - Involvement Facilitator 

Paul - Involvement Facilitator 



For the other half of the week, when it’s just me, my hours exercise 

became a run down to the seafront and along. How lucky I am, yet all I 

longed for, were trees and the hills. So as soon as travel restrictions were 

lifted I was driving past work when I’d be driving home and off up to enjoy 

the beauty of Northumberland. My face beaming as the views open up or I 

spotted a blooming Rhododendron. Noticing nature has been an 

enjoyable part of my walks, most notably, spotted a few lizards, a few 

herons and a tawny owl amongst what I’m used to seeing.  

After a little bit (very little bit) of DIY, I fitted a new belt onto an old record 

turntable I’ve had lying around and that was the end of DIY! There is 

something about the habitual nature of taking a record out of its sleeve, 

checking for side 1 or A, placing it on the turntable, lifting the stylus, 

cleaning the record, placing the needle and listening to a side of music, 

which has offered, familiarity, reassurance and maintained that connection I have with music and 

the people I associate with that music, which has just been wonderful. I even appreciating 

standing up to repeat for side 2. 

Writing this little article has given me the space to reflect on somethings to be grateful for, at this 

time and that as a wellbeing tool has had a significance too. 

Involvement Communications 

As restrictions are gradually being eased around lockdown, and things are starting, although 

slowly, to move back towards a sense of ‘normality’, we feel our weekly communications should 

at this point follow a similar pattern going forward.   

 

We have enjoyed staying in touch via our weekly communications and have been touched by 

your feedback, however we feel that the time is now right to take these communications to fort-

nightly for the time being with the further aim of gradually moving back to producing a bi-monthly 

newsletter that will allow us to go into more depth and detail than our weekly communications 

have allowed us to do on events, news and developments.   

 

Once again, we have really valued the feedback from those that have told us how useful they 

have found these communications, and we hope that this will continue to be true going forward.  



Communication 

Our trust communications department 

want to hear from you and to share your 

positive stories in this difficult time.  If 

you’ve got a good story about how 

CNTW are responding to COVID-19, 

please share it using #NHSCovidHeroes 

and tag us - we’re Twitter, Instagram, 

Facebook and LinkedIn too! 

@CNTWNHS 

@CNTW.NHS 

/CNTWNHS 

CNTW have added a new section to the Trust website setting out further information 

and advice relating to Coronavirus (COVID-19).  The page will be frequently updated 

as the situation with COVID-19 continues to develop.  For more information visit:   

www.cntw.nhs.uk/coronavirus 

Online Support 

CNTW, in partnership with Newcastle University, have developed the Northern 

Mental Health Support website which provides support, advice, resources and 

online information for everyone facing the challenge of social isolation as a result of 

COVID -19 (Coronavirus). The website contains advice on how to maintain your 

mental health, exercise, socialising (at a distance), dealing with financial problems 

as well as a section specifically on resources in the CNTW Trust footprint in the 

North East and Cumbria.  For more information visit: 

www.northernmentalhealth.org 

Chaplaincy 

Despite the current crisis, Chaplains continue to be available for patients and car-

ers.  Chaplains are available for a telephone or Skype chat as a listening ear or a 

place to ask difficult questions.  If people request it, they will also offer prayer.   

You can contact Chaplaincy by emailing chaplaincy@ntw.nhs.uk or by leaving a 

voicemail on the main chaplaincy phone - 0191 246 7282. 

http://www.cntw.nhs.uk/coronavirus
http://www.northernmentalhealth.org


Keeping Active 



Find more online at: 

thewordsearch.com 

Weekly Word Search 

Quick Quiz 

All of the answers are animals in TV shows and films. (answers at the end) 

1. In the cartoon series ‘The Jetsons’ what was the name of the family dog? 

2. Who were the first two pets on ‘Blue Peter’? 

3. The Orca that had to be freed.   

4. What were the names of the parents of the puppies in ‘101 Dalmatians’?  

5. What was the name of the bird voiced by Rowan Atkinson in the film ‘The Lion King’ (1995)? 

6. Probably the most famous cat and mouse ever. 

7. What is the name of the bald eagle on ‘The Muppet Show’? 

8. Who is the pet of a cheese loving inventor? 

9. What is the name of the Simpson’s pet dog? 

10. What is the name of the Panther in ‘The Jungle Book’? 

Animals 

thewordsearch.com


Colouring for Relaxation 



Cake Pops 

Ingredients: 

For the cake: 

 100g butter 

 100g caster sugar 

 1/2 tsp vanilla extract 

 2 eggs 

 100g self-raising flour 

 

For the buttercream: 

 75g butter 

 150g icing sugar 

 1/2 tsp vanilla extract 

 1 tbsp. milk 

 200g white chocolate, melted to dip 

 Sprinkles, to dip 

1.  First make the cake.  Heat oven to 190C/170C fan / gas 5.  Grease and line the base 

 of a 20cm sandwich tin.  Place the butter, sugar and vanilla extract into a bowl and 

 beat well to a creamy consistency.  Slowly beat in the eggs, one by one, then fold in 

 the flour and mix well.  Tip into the cake tin and bake for about 20 mins until risen 

 and golden brown.  Set aside to cool completely.  

Quiz Answers 

1. Astro 

2. Petra and Jason 

3. Willy 

4. Pongo and Perdita 

5. Zazu 

6. Tom and Jerry 

7. Sam 

8. Gromit 

9. Santa’s Little Helper 

10. Bagheera 

Makes: 12      Prep: 45 mins   Cook: 20 mins 

2.  While the cake is cooling, make the buttercream.  In a large bowl, beat the butter and 

 icing together until smooth, add the vanilla extract and milk and beat again.  Once 

 the cake is cooled, crumble into large crumbs.  Add the buttercream and stir 

 together.  Take chunks of the cake mixture and roll into balls, transferring each ball 

 to a lined tray or plate, push a lolly stick into each, then put into the fridge for an hour 

 to set.   

3.  Melt the white chocolate in the microwave, blasting it and stirring at 10 second 

 intervals until smooth.  Tip the sprinkles into another bowl.  Take each of the chilled 

 cake pops and dip into the white chocolate, allowing it to drip off a little over the 

 bowl.  Dip into the sprinkles, then stand upright in a mug to dry at room temperature 

 for an hour, or in the fridge for 30 minutes.    

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/

